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Inspired by his millions of fans worldwide, many of whom wrote him emails and letters

questioning the fate or the origin of some of the most popular characters and storylines from

Ranger’s Apprentice, John Flanagan decided to reward his loyal readers with a collection of

stories answering these questions. In Book 11 of the Ranger's Apprentice epic, fans will see

never-before-published stories featuring all their favorite characters, from Will to Halt, from

Horace to Alyss. More than a companion book, THE LOST STORIES is, ultimately, a new entry

in the series—and a tribute from author to reader.

"Flower Girl World, a club of sorts, has the makings of the Babysitter’s Club or the American

Girl series by bringing together multiethnic characters, each with a unique point of view and

their own story to tell." —Bella Online“For any little girl asked to be a flower girl in a wedding—

or who dreams of the role.” —Newsday"If you have little girls, you're going to love this. These

books are really, really beautiful!" —Maria Bailey, Mom TV"These books are a 'brilliant'

concept." —Mom Talk Radio“I think this is perfect for young girls that are starting to read

chapter books. I think the premise of the series is a great one and I look forward to reading the

next books in the series.” —Kids Books Central --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.From the Inside FlapFlower girls to the rescue! Rosie loves to play detective, yet she

never thought she'd get to use her sleuthing skills as a flower girl. But that's what happens

when the wedding she's in begins to fall apart. Luckily for the bride, Rosie and her new flower

girl friends are on the case. Now it's up to them to turn a wedding gone wrong into one that's

done right! --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorLynelle

Woolley is an award-winning entertainment creative executive who has held senior positions at

both MGM and New Line Cinema. She has been featured in Newsday, Mom Talk Radio,

Today’s mom blog, and many more print and online news outlets. She lives in Los Angeles.

Karen Wolcott is an accomplished illustrator of several children’s books for Scholastic, Running

Press, and Penguin, and such brands as American Girl and Barbie. She lives in Omaha,

Nebraska. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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1: THE OUTCASTSThis book is dedicated to those Ranger fans around the worldwho have

made the last six years so enjoyable for me.The stories that follow are in response to

questionsyou have asked me over the years.Thank you all.FOREWORDRedman CountyThe

Republic of Aralan States(formerly the medieval Kingdom of Araluen)July 1896PROFESSOR

GILES MACFARLANE GROANED SOFTLY AS HE EASED his aching back. He was getting

too old to remain crouched for long periods like this, gently whisking dust away from the

excavated ground before him as he sought to release yet another artifact from the earth that

had held it captive for so long.He and his team had come upon this ruined castle several years

ago. They had mapped the outline of its triangular main walls—an unusual shape for a castle.

The jagged stump of the ancient keep tower stood in the middle of the space they had cleared.

The collapsed tower was barely four meters high now. But even in its ruined state, MacFarlane

could see that it had been a formidable building.Their first digging season had been spent

determining the outer limits of the building. The following year, they had begun a series of

cross trenches, digging down to discover what lay beneath the build-up of earth and rock and

detritus that had collected over twelve hundred years.Now, in the third season, they were down

to the fine work, and beginning to unearth the ancient treasures of the dig. A belt buckle here.

An arrowhead there. A knife. A cracked ladle. Jewelry whose design and general appearance

dated to around the middle of the tenth century in the Common Era.On one momentous day,



they had unearthed a granite plaque, carved with the likeness of a tusked boar. It was that

piece that had identified the castle beyond doubt.“This was Castle Redmont,” MacFarlane had

told his hushed assistants.Castle Redmont. Contemporary of the fabled Castle Araluen. Seat of

Baron Arald, known as one of the legendary King Duncan’s staunchest retainers. If Redmont

had really existed, then surely all the tales of its people might have a basis in fact. Perhaps,

MacFarlane thought, hoping beyond hope, he would find proof that the mysterious Rangers of

Araluen had actually existed. It would be a staggeringly significant discovery.But as this season

had progressed and the trenches had been dug deeper still, there had been no find as

important as that first one. MacFarlane and his people had to be content with the normal fare

of excavations—nondescript metal tools and ornaments, pottery shards and remnants of

cooking vessels.They searched and dug and brushed, hoping every day that they would

discover their personal Holy Grail. But as the summer digging season passed, MacFarlane had

begun to lose hope. For this year, at least.“Professor! Professor!”He stood, rubbing his back

again, as he heard his name being called. One of the young volunteers from the university who

augmented his paid staff was running through the excavation, waving as she saw him. He

frowned. An archaeological dig was no place to be moving so recklessly. A slight misstep could

ruin weeks of patient work. Then he recognized her as Audrey, one of his favorites, and his

expression softened. She was young. The young were often reckless.She drew level with him

and stood, shoulders heaving, as she recovered her breath.“Well, Audrey, what is it?” he said,

after giving her a little time.Still panting, she pointed down the hill toward the River Tarb.“Across

the river,” she said. “Among a tangle of trees and bushes. We’ve found the outline of an ancient

cabin.”He shrugged, not excited by this revelation. “There was a village down there,” he said.

“It’s not surprising.” But Audrey was shaking her head and grasped his arm to lead him down

the hill.“It’s way outside the village limits,” she said. “It was on its own. You must come and see

it!”MacFarlane hesitated. It would be a long walk downhill, and an even longer one back up.

Then he shrugged mentally. Enthusiasm like Audrey’s should be encouraged, he thought, not

stifled. He allowed the girl to lead him down the rough, zigzag path.They crossed the old bridge

that spanned the river. Never one to miss a chance to teach, he indicated to the girl how the

supports at either end were much older than the middle span.“The middle section is much

newer,” he said. “These bridges were designed so that the center span could be removed or

destroyed in the event of an attack.”Normally, Audrey would have hung on his every word. The

professor was a personal hero for her. But today she was in a fever of excitement to show him

her find.“Yes, yes,” she said distractedly, urging him on. He smiled indulgently as she tugged at

his sleeve, leading him away from the remains of the ancient village. The going became

tougher as they entered the forest and had to make their way along a narrow path, through the

close-growing large trees and unkempt undergrowth. Finally, Audrey turned off the path and,

bending double, forced a way through a tangle of vines and creepers. MacFarlane followed

awkwardly, then stood in some amazement as he found himself in a small clearing, surrounded

by ancient oaks and more modern dogwood.“How on earth did you find this?” he asked.Audrey

blushed. “Oh . . . I . . . er . . . needed a little privacy . . . you know,” she said awkwardly.He

nodded, waving a hand. “Say no more.”She led him forward, and looking where she pointed,

his practiced eye could see the unmistakable outline of a small hut or cabin. Most of the

structure had rotted away, of course. But there were still a few vestiges of the upright columns

remaining.“Oak,” he said. “It’ll last for centuries.”The outlines of the rooms and dividing walls

could still be made out—faint signs imprinted into the ground itself over the centuries, even

though the original structure was long gone. And the flattened, level ground of the interior floor

was all too obvious.“There may have been a stable at the rear,” she said, her voice hushed in



this ancient place. “I found a few metal pieces—bits and what might have been harness

buckles. And the remains of a bucket.”MacFarlane turned in a slow circle, studying the dim

outline of the building.“It’s a different layout to the village houses,” he said, almost to himself.

“Completely different.”He took a couple of steps, intent on making a rough measurement of the

cabin’s dimensions, then stopped suddenly.“Did you hear that?”Audrey nodded, eyes wide.

“Your last step. It sounded as if the ground were hollow.”They dropped to their knees together

and scrabbled at the dirt and leaf mold. Audrey rapped her knuckles on the ground and again

they heard the sound of a hollow space beneath. MacFarlane never moved anywhere without a

small hand spade in his belt. He took it now and began tossing the earth aside. Then the blade

thumped against something solid—solid, but with a certain give in it.Working quickly, testing

the ground for that hollow sound continually as he went, he cleared a rectangular space, some

forty centimeters by fifty. Audrey leaned forward and brushed the remaining earth from the

center. They found themselves looking at an ancient, desiccated timber panel. A brass ring was

set in one side and MacFarlane gently eased the spade under it, lifting it.The panel came with

it, splintering and half disintegrating, to reveal a stone-lined space underneath.A space that

contained an ancient wood-and-brass chest.Once more, the professor used the spade to edge

the lid of the chest open. Audrey put a hand on his to stop him.“Should we be doing this?” she

asked. She knew MacFarlane would normally never disturb an artifact like this without taking

the utmost care to preserve it from damage.He met her gaze.“No,” he said. “But I’m not waiting

any longer.”The lid opened with surprising ease. Brass hinges, he thought. If they had been

iron, they would have fallen to powdery rust long ago. Gently, barely containing his enthusiasm,

he lifted it back and peered inside.The chest was full of pages of manuscripts—written on

parchment or vellum that was now brittle and delicate. Gently, he eased one sheet up. The

edges crumbled but the center remained intact. He leaned forward, craning to read the closely

written words on the page. Carefully, he studied other pages, handling the brittle manuscript

pages with expert care, making out names, places, events.Then he gently replaced the sheets

and leaned back on his haunches, his eyes glistening with excitement.“Audrey,” he said, “do

you know what we’ve found?”She shook her head. Obviously, from his reaction, this was

something major. No, she thought, more than that, something unprecedented.“What is it?” she

asked.MacFarlane threw back his head and laughed, still unwilling to believe it.“We never knew

what had become of them,” he said, and when she cocked her head in an unspoken question,

he explained further.“The Rangers. Halt, Will Treaty and the others. The chronicles and the

legends only take us as far as the point where they returned from their voyage to Nihon-Ja. But

now we have these.”“But what are they, Professor?”MacFarlane laughed aloud. “They’re the

rest of the tale, my girl! We’ve found the Lost Stories of Araluen!”DEATH OF A HERO1IT HAD

BEEN A LONG, HARD THREE DAYS.Will had been on a tour of the villages surrounding

Castle Redmont. It was something he did on a regular basis, keeping in touch with the villagers

and their headmen, keeping track of the everyday goings-on. Sometimes, he had learned, little

pieces of gossip, seemingly trivial at the time, could become useful in heading off future trouble

and friction within the fief.It was part of being a Ranger. Information, no matter how

unimportant it might seem at first glance, was a Ranger’s lifeblood.Now, late in the afternoon,

as he rode wearily up to the cabin set among the trees, he was surprised to see lights in the

windows and the silhouette of someone sitting on the small verandah.Surprise turned to

pleasure when he recognized Halt. These days Will’s mentor was an infrequent visitor to the

cabin, spending most of his time in the rooms provided for him and Lady Pauline in the

castle.Will swung down from the saddle and stretched his tired muscles gratefully.“Hullo,” he

said. “What brings you here? I hope you’ve got the coffee on.”“Coffee’s ready,” Halt replied.



“Tend to your horse and then join me. I need to talk to you.” His voice sounded

strained.Curiosity piqued, Will led Tug to the stable behind the cabin, unharnessed him, rubbed

him down and set out feed and fresh water. The little horse butted his shoulder gratefully. He

patted Tug’s neck, then headed back to the cabin.Halt was still on the verandah. He had set out

two cups of hot coffee on a small side table and Will sat in one of the wood-and-canvas chairs

and sipped gratefully at the refreshing brew. He felt the warmth of it flowing through his chilled,

stiff muscles. Winter was coming on and the wind had been cold and cutting all day.He gazed

at Halt. The gray-bearded Ranger seemed strangely ill at ease. And despite his claim that he

needed to talk to Will, once the usual greetings were out of the way, he seemed almost

reluctant to begin the conversation.“You had something to tell me?” Will prompted.Halt shifted

uncomfortably in his seat. Then, with an obvious effort, he plunged in.“There’s something you

should know,” he said. “Something I probably should have told you long ago. It’s just . . . the

time never seemed right.”Will’s curiosity grew. He had never seen Halt in such an uncertain

mood. He waited, giving his mentor time to settle his thoughts.“Pauline thinks it’s time I told

you,” Halt said. “So does Arald. They’ve both known about it for some time. So maybe I should

just . . . get on with it.”“Is it something bad?” Will asked, and Halt looked directly at him for the

first time in several minutes.“I’m not sure,” he said. “You might think so.”For a moment, Will

wondered if he wanted to hear it, whatever it might be. Then, seeing the discomfort on Halt’s

face, he realized that, good or bad, it was something that his teacher had to get off his chest.

He gestured for Halt to continue.Halt paused for a few more seconds, then he began.“I

suppose it starts after the final battle against Morgarath’s forces, at Hackham Heath. They’d

been retreating for several days. Then they stopped and made a stand. We’d broken their main

attack and we were forcing them back. But they were rallying on the right, where they’d found a

weak point in our line . . .”2South of Hackham Heath“SIRE! THE RIGHT FLANK IS IN

TROUBLE!”Duncan, the young King of Araluen, heard the herald’s shout above the terrible din

of battle. The clash of weapons and shields, the screaming and sobbing of the wounded and

dying, the shouted orders of commanders rallying their troops and the involuntary, inarticulate

cries of the soldiers themselves as they cut and stabbed and shoved against the implacable

enemy formed an almost deafening matrix of sound around him.Duncan thrust once more at

the snarling Wargal before him, felt the sword go home and saw the snarl change to a puzzled

frown as the creature realized it was already dead. Then he stepped back, disengaging himself

from the immediate battle—physically and mentally.A young knight from the Araluen

Battleschool quickly took his place in the line, his sword already swinging in a murderous arc

as he stepped forward, cutting through the Wargal front rank, like a scythe through long

grass.Duncan rested for a moment, leaning on his sword, breathing heavily. He shook his head

to clear it.“Sire! The right flank—” the herald began again, but Duncan waved a hand to stop

him.“I heard you,” he said.It was three days since the battle at Hackham Heath, where

Morgarath’s army had been routed by a surprise attack from their rear, led by the Ranger Halt.

The enemy were in full retreat. By rights, Morgarath should have surrendered. His continued

resistance was simply costing more and more casualties to both sides. But the rebellious lord

was never concerned with preserving lives. He knew he was defeated, but still he wanted to

inflict as many casualties as possible on Duncan and his men. If they were to be victorious, he

would make them pay dearly for their victory.As for his own forces, he cared little for their

losses. They were nothing more than tools to him and he was willing to keep throwing them

against the royal army, sacrificing hundreds of troops but causing hundreds of casualties in the

process.So for three days, he had retreated to the southeast, turning where the terrain favored

him to fight a series of savage and costly battles. He had picked the spot for this latest stand



well. It was a narrow plain set between two steep hills, and recent rain had softened the ground

so that Duncan could not deploy his cavalry. It was up to the infantry to throw themselves

against the Wargals in hard, slogging, desperate fighting.And always lurking in the back of

Duncan’s mind was that one mistake from him, one lucky throw of the dice for Morgarath, could

see the Wargal army gain the initiative once more. Fortune in battle was a fickle mistress and

the war that Duncan had hoped was ended at Hackham Heath was still there to be won—or

lost by a careless order or an ill-considered maneuver.Momentum, Duncan thought. It was all-

important in a situation like this. It was vital to maintain it. Keep moving forward. Keep driving

them back. Hesitate, even for a few minutes, and the ascendancy could revert to the enemy.He

glanced to his left. The flank on that side, predominantly troops from Norgate and Whitby,

reinforced by troops from some of the smaller fiefs, was forging ahead strongly. In the center,

the armies from Araluen and Redmont were having similar success. That was to be expected.

They were the four largest fiefs in the Kingdom, the backbone of Duncan’s army. Their knights

and men-at-arms were the best trained and disciplined.But the right flank had always been a

potential weakness. It was formed from a conglomerate of Seacliff, Aspienne and Culway fiefs,

and because the three fiefs were all about the same size, there was no clear leader among

them. Knowing this, Duncan had appointed Battlemaster Norman of Aspienne Fief as the

overall commander. Norman was an experienced leader, most capable of melding such a

disparate force together.As if he were reading the King’s thoughts, the herald spoke

again.“Battlemaster Norman is dying, sire. A Wargal burst through the lines and speared him.

Norman has been taken to the rear, but I doubt he has long to live. Battlemasters Patrick and

Marat are unsure what to do next, and Morgarath has taken advantage of the fact.”Of course,

thought Duncan, Morgarath would have recognized the banners of the smaller fiefs on that

flank and guessed at the possible confusion that might result if the commander were put out of

action. Once Norman was down, the rebel commander had undoubtedly sent one of his elite

companies of shock troops to attack the right flank.Momentum again, Duncan thought. Only

this time it was working against him. He peered keenly toward the fighting on the right flank. He

could see the line had stopped moving forward, saw his men take the first hesitant step

backward. He needed a commander to take charge there and he needed him fast. Someone

who wouldn’t hesitate. Someone with the force of personality to rally the troops and get them

going forward once more.He glanced around him. Arald of Redmont would have been his

choice. But Arald was being tended by the healers. A crossbow quarrel had hit him in the leg

and he was out of action for the rest of the battle. Arald’s young Battlemaster, Rodney, had

taken his place and was fighting furiously, urging the Araluen forces forward. He couldn’t be

spared.“They need a leader ... ,” Duncan said to himself.“I’ll go.” A calm voice spoke from

behind him.Duncan spun around and found himself looking into the steady, dark eyes of Halt,

the Ranger. The dark black beard and untrimmed hair hid most of his features, but those eyes

held a look of steadiness and determination. This was not a man who would bicker over

command or dither over what had to be done. He would act.Duncan nodded. “Go on then, Halt.

Get them moving forward again or we’re lost. Tell Patrick and Marat—”He got no further. Halt

smiled grimly. “Oh, I’ll tell them, all right,” he said. Then he swung up onto the small shaggy

horse that was standing by him and galloped away toward the right flank.3ABELARD’S

HOOVES THUNDERED DULLY ON THE SOFT TURF AS they drew near to the trouble spot.

Now that he was closer, Halt could see that the Wargal attack was being spearheaded by one

of Morgarath’s special units. They were all larger than normal, selected for size and strength

and savagery.And they cared nothing for their own losses as they battered their way forward.

Maces, axes and heavy two-handed swords rose and fell and swept in horizontal arcs.Men



from the Araluen army fell before them as they advanced in a solid wedge shape.Halt was still

forty meters away and he knew he would arrive too late. The Araluen line had bowed backward

before the onslaught. Any second now it would crumble unless he acted.He reined Abelard to a

sliding stop.“Steady,” he said, and the little horse stood rock-still for him, disregarding the

terrifying cacophony of battle and the awful, metallic smell of fresh blood.Halt unslung his bow

and stood in his stirrups. Then he began to shoot. He had three arrows in the air before the first

struck the Wargal leading the attacking wedge. Halt had chosen his most powerful bow for the

battle, one with a ninety-pound draw weight at full extension. Forty meters was point-blank

range for such a weapon. The heavy, black-shafted arrow slammed through the beast’s

corselet of toughened leather and bronze plates and dropped him where he stood. Then, in

rapid succession, the next two arrows struck home and two more Wargals died. Then more

and more arrows arrived, each with a deadly hiss-thud, as Halt emptied his quiver in a

devastating display of accuracy.He aimed for the Wargals at the head of the wedge, so that as

they fell they impeded the progress of those behind them. It was the sort of shooting no

ordinary archer would attempt. If he missed, he might well send his arrows into the backs of the

Araluen soldiers facing the Wargals.But Halt was no ordinary archer. He didn’t miss.Out of

arrows, he urged Abelard forward once more. As he reached the rear of the line, he dropped

from the saddle and ran to join the struggling troops. On the way, he stopped, tossed his cloak

to one side and picked up a round shield lying discarded in the grass—the Ranger two-knife

defense was no use against a Wargal’s heavy weapons. He hesitated a second, looking at a

long sword that lay beside a dead knight’s outstretched hand. But it was a weapon he was

unfamiliar with and he discarded the notion of using it. He was used to his saxe knife, and its

heavy, razor-sharp blade would be perfect for close fighting. He drew the saxe now as he ran

forward, forcing his way between the soldiers.“Come on!” he shouted. “Follow me! Push them

back!”The soldiers parted before him until he was at the front of the line and facing a huge,

snarling Wargal squad leader. The brute was only a little taller than Halt but was massive in the

shoulders and chest and probably weighed twice as much as he did. Halt saw the red mouth

open as the Wargal bared his fangs at this new enemy. A spiked mace swung horizontally at

him and he ducked beneath it, instantly coming upright and driving forward with the saxe,

sinking it deep into the beast’s ribs.He saw a sword coming from the left, blocked it with the

shield, then kicked the huge Wargal off the point of his saxe, sending the dying monster

sprawling.“Come on!” he shouted again, slashing his blade across another Wargal’s throat and

springing forward. He dodged another sword and stabbed twice at a Wargal facing him,

buffeting it aside with the shield as it doubled over in agony. The Wargals were immensely

powerful. But they were clumsy, and Halt had the speed and reflexes of a snake. He ducked

and weaved and cut and stabbed, carving a path forward. And now he sensed someone

moving up behind him, heard another voice echoing his cry.“Come on! Forward! Push them

back.”The hesitation in the Wargals’ attack caused by Halt’s volley of arrows, and his sudden

appearance as he darted forward and took the fight to the enemy, gave the Araluen soldiers

new heart. They began to follow Halt and his unidentified companion, moving forward once

more.Halt turned momentarily to glance back. He saw a stockily built sergeant a pace behind

him and to his right, armed with a spear. As Halt looked, the sergeant thrust the spear forward,

skewering a Wargal so that it screeched in agony. The man grinned at him.“Keep going,

Ranger! You’re getting in my way!”Behind him, others were following, forming their own wedge

now and driving deeper and deeper into the Wargal line.Halt faced the front once more. A

Wargal came at him, ax drawn back for a killing blow. The sergeant’s spear shot forward over

Halt’s shoulder, taking the Wargal in the throat and stopping it dead.“Thanks!” Halt called,



without looking. Two more Wargals were coming at him. He sidestepped the sword thrust of the

first, felt his foot turn as he trod on the arm of a dead enemy, and tumbled sideways to the

ground.The second Wargal had swung a club at him and the stumble probably saved his life.

The club struck only a glancing blow instead of shattering his skull with a direct hit. But it

stunned him and he hit the ground, losing his grip on the saxe knife. He tried to rise but was

hampered by the shield on his left arm. Dully, he realized that the Wargal with the club was

standing on the shield, preventing his rising. He looked up, still dazed by the glancing blow, and

saw the club go up again.So, this is it, he thought. He wondered why he felt such a stolid

acceptance of his own death. Maybe the blow to the head had slowed him down. He watched,

waiting calmly, fatalistically, for the club to descend.Then a flicker of light blazed over him,

gleaming off a spearhead that buried itself in the Wargal’s chest. The force behind the spear

thrust shoved the creature backward. It gave a hoarse screech of pain and fell, passing out of

Halt’s line of sight. The sergeant jumped nimbly over Halt’s fallen form, dragged his spear free

of the dead Wargal’s body and stood with feet braced wide apart, protecting Halt from further

attacks. He thrust again with the spear and another Wargal retreated hastily. Then a battleax

smashed down onto the spear shaft, and the heavy iron head went spinning away, leaving the

sergeant with nothing more than the two-and-a-half-meter ash spear shaft.Halt’s head swam

and his vision blurred. The blow to the head had definitely done him some damage. His limbs

were weak and he couldn’t find the strength to rise. The scene before him seemed to unfold at

a slow, dreamlike pace.The sergeant took one look at the headless spear, shrugged, then

whirled the heavy ash shaft in a circle, smashing it against another Wargal’s helmet. Holding

the shaft in both hands now, like a quarterstaff, he thrust underarm at a second enemy, driving

the end deep into the Wargal’s midsection.“Look out!” Halt’s attempted shout of warning was

nothing more than a croak. He had seen a third Wargal, crouching low and concealed behind

his companions, a jagged-edged sword ready to thrust.One of the injured Wargals grabbed at

the spear shaft, dragging the sergeant off balance, and the sword blade shot forward like a

serpent striking. Red blood flowed from the sergeant’s side where the sword had taken him.

But still he didn’t falter. He jerked the spear shaft free of the enemy’s grip and, with an

overhand action as if he were casting a spear, slammed it straight forward, hitting the Wargal

who had wounded him straight between the eyes with the blunt end of the shaft.The Wargal

screamed and fell, throwing his hands to his shattered forehead and dropping the sword as he

did so. Instantly, the sergeant seized it, tossing the spear shaft aside. Now he struck left and

right with blinding speed and opened great slashing wounds in two more Wargals. One fell

where he stood, while the other spun away, blundering into his companions, knocking two of

them over. The sergeant parried a short iron spear thrust coming from his right. Another

stabbed out from the left and struck him in the thigh. More blood flowed. Yet still he fought on.

He killed the Wargal behind the spear with almost contemptuous ease. Then he slashed and

cut left and right with the sword, taking a dreadful toll on any enemy who came within its reach.

A knife thrust cut him in the side. He ignored it and dispatched the knife wielder with a

backhanded slash.Then Halt saw something he thought he’d never see.As the bloodstained

figure drove forward, sword rising and falling, hacking and cutting and slashing and stabbing, a

tide of fear swept over the Wargals.Morgarath’s handpicked shock troops, who up until now had

feared nothing short of mounted, armored knights, fell back in terror before the bloodied, death-

dealing figure with the sword.And as they did so, the men of the Araluen army found new heart

and swept forward in the wake of the sergeant. He was badly wounded, but he continued

fighting until his comrades surged past him, slamming into the demoralized Wargals and

screaming in triumph.For a moment, the sergeant stood in an empty space on the battlefield.



Then, as the second rank of Araluen fighters poured past him to reinforce the first, and the

Wargal line broke and retreated in total confusion, their hoarse, wordless screams filling the air,

his knees gave way and he sagged to the ground.The noise of the battle moved away from

them, receding like a tide, and Halt finally managed to free his arm from the shield, still pinned

to the ground by a Wargal’s dead body. He tried to rise to his feet, but the effort was beyond

him. Instead, he crawled painfully to the fallen sergeant, dragging himself over the sprawled

bodies of the Wargals the man had killed.In spite of his wounds, the sergeant was still

breathing, and he turned his head painfully as the Ranger approached. He managed a weak

smile.“We showed them, Ranger, didn’t we?”Halt could barely hear the voice, and his own was

a croak as he answered. “That we did. What’s your name, sergeant?”“Daniel.”Halt gripped his

forearm. “Hold on, Daniel. The healers will be here soon.”He tried to put as much

encouragement into the words as possible. But the sergeant shook his head.“Too late for me.”

Suddenly the man’s eyes were filled with urgency. He tried to rise but fell back.“Rest easy,” Halt

told him, but Daniel raised his head wearily and leaned toward him.“My wife . . . ,” he managed

to gasp. “My wife and the baby. Promise me you’ll . . .” He coughed and blood rolled down his

chin.“I’ll look out for them,” Halt told him. “But don’t worry. You’ll be fine. You’ll see them

soon.”Daniel nodded and let his head fall back. He took a long, shuddering breath. Then he

seemed to relax, and his breathing became easier, as if Halt’s promise had lifted an enormous

burden from his mind.Halt heard voices then, and footsteps nearby. Then gentle hands were

rolling him over and he found himself looking up at the concerned faces of a pair of medical

orderlies who were setting down a litter beside him. He gestured weakly toward Daniel.“I’m all

right,” he said. “Take the sergeant first.”The nearest orderly glanced quickly at Daniel, and

shook his head.“Nothing we can do for him,” he said. “He’s dead.”4HALT WOKE.For a few

seconds, he wondered where he was. He was lying on his back, staring at the canvas roof of a

large pavilion. He could hear people moving quietly nearby, speaking in lowered voices.

Somewhere, farther away, a man was moaning. He tried to turn his head but a sudden flash of

agony greeted the movement and he grunted in pain.He raised his hand to his forehead and

felt a thick bandage there. Then the memory began to come back to him.The battle with the

Wargals. He remembered that. Remembered the club that had caught him on the side of the

head. That must be the cause of the flaring headache he now felt. And he remembered a

sergeant. What was his name? David? No! Daniel. Daniel had saved his life.Then he was

overcome with sadness as he remembered the words of the litter bearer. Daniel was dead.How

long had he been here? He remembered that as the medical orderlies had lifted him onto the

litter, he had lost consciousness. It seemed that it had happened only minutes ago. He tried to

rise and the headache speared him behind the eyes again. Once more, he grunted in pain, and

this time a face came into his field of vision, looking down at him.“You’re awake,” the orderly

said, and smiled encouragingly at him. He reached down and laid a palm on Halt’s forehead,

testing for fever. Seemingly satisfied that there was none, he touched the bandage lightly,

making sure it was still tight.“How . . . long . . .” Halt’s voice was slurred and his throat was thick

and dry. The orderly held a cup of cool water to his lips, raised his head carefully and allowed

him to drink. The water felt wonderful. He gulped at it and choked, coughing so that water

bubbled out of his mouth. The action of coughing set his head aching again and he closed his

eyes in pain.“Still feeling it, I see?” the orderly said. “Well, the healers said there’s no serious

damage. You just need a few more days’ rest to let the headache settle down.”“How long . . .

have I been here?”The orderly pursed his lips. “Let’s see. They brought you in the evening

before yesterday, so I’d say about thirty-six hours.”Thirty-six hours! He’d lain here asleep for a

day and a half! A sudden chill of fear struck through him.“Did we win?” he said. He



remembered that the Wargals had retreated ahead of Daniel’s attack, but that might have been

a localized event.The orderly smiled, nodding his head. “Oh yes indeed. Morgarath and his

brutes were thoroughly beaten. Someone referred to it as a rout. I hear you had a little to do

with that, as a matter of fact?”He added the last curiously, as if interested to hear more about

Halt’s battlefield escapades. But the Ranger waved that aside.“So Morgarath is retreating

again?” he asked.“Yes. The cavalry are pursuing the enemy, of course. But the rest of the army

is still here. Not for long, though. They’ll be moving out soon.”“Moving out where?”“Disbanding.

The war’s over. The men will be going back to their farms and their families. And none too

soon.”Farms and families. The words stirred another memory in Halt’s mind. Daniel had spoken

of a wife and baby. And Halt had promised to help them. But now he realized that he had no

idea where they were, and if the army was really disbanding, he might never find them. He sat

up without thinking and swung his legs over the side of the bed, then doubled over as the

crippling pain hit him. The orderly tried to restrain him.“Please! Lie still, Ranger! You need to

rest.”But Halt seized his forearm and managed to stand, swaying, by the bed. He blinked

several times. The pain eased a little. But it was still there.“I don’t have time,” he said. “Get me

something for this headache. I’ve got to find out where he lived.”He remembered that the men

he had been sent to lead were a mixed group from Seacliff, Aspienne and Culway. The soldiers

around him when he forced his way through to the front rank had worn the crest of a black

badger on their tunics. He had seen the same crest on Daniel’s. He had no idea what group

marched under that banner, so he headed for the command tent, and the King’s

Battlemaster.When he reached the command center, he found the Battlemaster gone. Of

course, he was leading the pursuit that was hounding Morgarath and the Wargals back to the

southeast corner of the kingdom. But his secretary was still there, making notes as to

casualties, replacements and promotions. He glanced up as Halt entered, and smiled warmly.

The entire army had heard of Halt’s feats during the battle.“Good morning, Ranger,” he said.

Then he noticed the bloodstained bandage and saw how Halt swayed as he entered the tent,

reaching out to steady himself against the tabletop where the secretary sat.“Are you all right?”

he said anxiously. He rose and hurried to find a bench for Halt. The Ranger dropped onto it

gratefully. He blinked several times. His vision was still blurry. He hoped that was only

temporary. He couldn’t imagine shooting with such poor vision.“Just a headache,” he said. “I

need some information. I took command of troops on the right wing in the final stages of the

battle—”“Indeed you did!” the secretary said warmly. “The whole army has heard about

it.”“There was a soldier. A sergeant named Daniel. He actually led the charge when I was

knocked down. Did anyone mention his full name, or would anyone have a record of where he

lived?”But the clerk was shaking his head. “I don’t keep the full roster. Each individual force

looks after that for their own men. What unit did he belong to?”“I’m not sure. They wore a black

badger as their crest.”The clerk’s eyes narrowed in concentration for a few seconds, then his

expression cleared. “A black badger? That’d be Captain Stanton’s company, from Aspienne

Fief. They’re camped over to the north, on a small hill. Stanton was badly wounded before you

rallied his men. He’s been invalided back to Castle Aspienne. But his sergeant major should be

able to help you.”“Thanks for your help.” Halt left the tent. He paused for a moment, looking to

the north. On a low hill several hundred meters away, he could see a group of tents clustered

around a banner. It was too far to make out the device on the flag, but he could see that it was

black in color. He headed toward the tents.As was the custom, the banner marked the position

of the commanding officer’s tent. As Halt drew closer, he could see that he had been right. The

device on the flag was a black badger. He paused at the open entrance. The command tent

was larger than the simple four-man units that surrounded it. The commander and his staff



worked here, so it was used as a company office. At the rear, a separate section was screened

off, forming the captain’s living quarters. Now, of course, that would be vacant. But a burly

figure was sitting at a table in the front section, frowning over sheets of paper. He was an older

man, somewhat grizzled and with an unmistakable look of experience and authority—

undoubtedly the sergeant major the clerk had mentioned. He looked up as Halt stepped into

the tent, taking in the Ranger cloak and the bandage around his head.“You look as if you’ve

been in the wars,” he said, grinning. Halt allowed himself a faint smile.“Just one. Same one

you’ve been in. I’m trying to find a home address for one of your men. A sergeant by the name

of Daniel.”The grin faded and the sergeant major shook his head sadly. “Daniel? He was a

good man. We lost him in the final battle, I’m afraid.”“I know. He saved my life just before he

died.”The older man regarded Halt with increased interest. “Oh,” he said, “you’re that Ranger,

are you?” He rose from behind the table and offered his hand. “It’s an honor to meet you. My

name’s Griff.”Halt shifted uncomfortably. He disliked being the center of attention. It wasn’t his

way. He preferred to move unobtrusively through life, going unnoticed wherever possible. But

he shook the man’s hand. “I’m called Halt,” he said.Griff waved him to a seat and sat down

himself once more. He pursed his lips thoughtfully.“Not sure I can tell you too much. Everything

was pretty rushed when we mobilized the army, and Daniel was new to the fief. He and his wife

had moved from Norgate not long before the war began.” He indicated the piles of paper and

scrolls on the table that was serving as a desk. “We didn’t get time to put down all the men’s

details before we had to march out. I’m trying to catch up on it now.”“Can you tell me anything

about him?” Halt asked.“He had a farm, I believe, somewhere in the southeast part of

Aspienne. But where it might be, I have no idea.”“Did he have any friends in the company who

might know?”The sergeant major was shaking his head before Halt even finished the

question.“He may have. Although as a sergeant he would have kept a little separate from the

other men. You could ask around. He had command of the sixth squad. You’ll find them one

row over and halfway down.”“I’m obliged,” Halt said. He rose to his feet, wincing once more as

the pain lanced through his forehead. He put a hand on the table to steady himself and Griff

looked at him with some concern.“Should you be up and around? You don’t look so good.”Halt

shook his head—and immediately wished he hadn’t. “I’ll be fine,” he said. “Just a bit of a knock.

I’m better off in the fresh air than in a stuffy healer’s tent.”“That’s true.” Griff looked back at the

forms and papers on his desk with a degree of disappointment, as if he’d been hoping they’d fill

themselves in while he talked. “Well . . . sorry I can’t be of more help.”Halt waved a hand in

acknowledgment.“Every little bit of information helps,” he said.He strolled down the neat tent

lines, cutting through between two tents to reach the next row across. About ten meters farther

down, he saw a placard mounted on top of a spear shaft with the numeral 6 on it. He looked

down the next five tents and there was a similar marker, this time bearing the number 7. Five

tents, four men to each, that made twenty men in the squad. Assuming they had all survived,

which he knew they hadn’t. Three soldiers were lounging in the sun outside the first tent. They

looked up as his shadow fell across them. There was a hint of suspicion in their eyes, but since

Crowley and he had re-formed the Ranger Corps, Halt was becoming used to that. Officers

and sergeant majors might value the skills Rangers brought to the army, but the rank-and-file

soldiers tended to be ill at ease around the gray-and-green-clad figures. He knew there were

wild rumors circulating that Rangers practiced sorcery.“Good morning,” he said evenly.The men

nodded, craning their necks to look up at him. They were seated on low stools. One was

patching a ripped jerkin, a second was whittling a stick with a knife and the third was chewing

slowly on a piece of dried beef. From where Halt stood, it looked as if the beef was winning the

struggle. Halt indicated a spare stool, a few feet away.“Mind if I join you for a few minutes?” he



asked.The man patching his jerkin nodded. “Why not?” he said, his tone neither welcoming nor

dismissive.His companion with the beef jerky was staring at Halt, a frown of recognition on his

face.“I know you,” he said thoughtfully, trying to place the memory. Then it came to him. “You

were at the battle!” he said. “We were being driven back and suddenly you were there, shoving

forward and slashing away at the Wargals and yelling at us to follow you. You did an

outstanding job. Outstanding!” He turned to the others. “Did you see him? First of all, he

dropped at least a dozen of them with his bow, then he darted in among them, slashing and

stabbing. And look at him! He’s barely bigger than a boy.”Halt raised an eyebrow at that. He

wasn’t the largest of men, but he knew the soldier was stretching it a little. However, he could

see that no insult was intended, so he let the comment pass.“Your sergeant gave me a hand,”

he said, and the man nodded vigorously.“He did! He took them on when you went down. Must

have killed a dozen of them too!”Halt smiled quietly at that. The man was inclined to

exaggerate. “He did a great job,” he agreed.The jerky chewer turned to his friends. “Did you see

the sarge?”Both of them shook their heads.“We were farther over, on the right,” the jerkin

patcher replied. “All we saw was that the line was about to break and run, then it started to

move forward again. Then the Wargals were running instead.”But the question had been

rhetorical and the beef chewer was keen to continue his story.“He did four or five of them with

his spear. Then one of them chopped the head off it and he used it like a quarterstaff, spinning

it around, knocking them over like ninepins. Then he grabbed a sword and killed eight or nine

of them before they got him.” He looked to Halt for confirmation. “You saw it, Ranger! How

many do you reckon he killed?”“At least eight,” Halt said. He saw no reason to contradict the

man. The atmosphere was suddenly a lot more welcoming than it had been at first. “I wanted

some information about him,” he said. “Any idea where he lived?”He was disappointed to see

the three faces cloud over in a now familiar expression of uncertainty.“Sorry,” said the man who

had been extolling Daniel’s deeds and courage.“He was new to the unit and the area. Got

promoted quickly.”“That’s right,” said one of the others, laying aside the patched jerkin. “The

captain liked the look of him. Made him a sergeant almost immediately. Apparently, he’d had

some military experience in Norgate before he came to Aspienne.”“He was promoted so

quickly, we didn’t really have time to get to know him,” said the man who had been whittling.“I

think I heard him mention a farm somewhere . . .” He trailed off, unsure of his facts. There was

an awkward silence. Halt made a move to rise from the stool, thinking that once again his

efforts to trace Daniel’s family were doomed to failure. The first man who had spoken, the beef

jerky chewer, seemed to come to a decision.“You could try Kord and Jerrel,” he said. “They

might have an idea.”“If they’d tell you,” the man with the repaired jerkin put in.Halt looked from

one to the other. “I take it you’re not fond of these two?”The three men exchanged glances.

Then the one who had suggested the two names answered him.“They’re a pair of liars and

cheats. They run a dice game and they tried to make a friend of Daniel initially, playing up to

him and inviting him to play. My guess is they were letting him win at dice to get in his good

books. But he saw through their scheme before long and they found themselves doing their fair

share of fatigue duties. So they dropped him.”“What makes you think they’d know where he

lived?” Halt asked, and again there was an awkward pause. Finally, the whittler spoke.“They

always wanted to know where everyone lived. Always asking you questions about where you

came from, what you did back home. Can’t prove anything, but I reckon they were keeping a

record, planning to go back after the war and rob people.”“Particularly those who’d been killed

in battle,” the jerkin patcher said heavily. “They’d know the families would be easy prey. It’s the

sort of thing they’d do, all right. They probably know where to find the sergeant’s farm.”“The

trick will be getting them to tell you,” the beef jerky chewer said, and the others nodded. Halt



looked around the small circle of faces, seeing the distaste for the two vultures called Kord and

Jerrel.“How would I get to meet these two?” he asked.The jerkin patcher raised an

eyebrow.“Play dice with them,” he said. “But be prepared to lose.”5PRIVATE JERREL OF THE

BLACK BADGER COMPANY WAS WORKING on a pair of dice. He’d finished the first one and

he was almost done with the second. He was filing off two of the sharp corners on the die,

rounding them slightly so that they would tend to roll to a preselected point, showing a score of

six more often than sheer chance would allow. It wasn’t as reliable as his alternative method of

fixing a pair of dice. That involved carefully inserting weights to make it fall with the selected

side faceup. But sanding the corners increased his chance of a winning roll.In his pocket, he

had a pair of counterweighted dice, carefully doctored to show scores of one and two. But

weighting dice was a tricky business. It took a long time to remove all signs that something had

been inserted in the little cubes. His other pair had been confiscated some days previously by

a passing officer. Now he had to resort to rounding the corners to replace them. You needed

two pairs of doctored dice to fleece a new victim. You used one pair to get him interested,

letting him win the first few rolls. Then, when he thought his luck was in, you suggested raising

the stakes. And when he agreed, you switched the dice so he’d roll a losing number.A shadow

fell across the entrance to the tent and Jerrel hastily shoved the die and the small file under a

blanket. The entrance to the tent was blocked for a moment as a man entered. Jerrel looked

up, frowning. The newcomer carried a kit bag and a sheathed sword and sword belt. He was

wearing a soldier’s uniform with a black badger on the left breast. He looked around the interior

of the tent, saw an empty bunk and dropped his belongings on it.“Who the devil are you?” Kord

asked. He’d been lying back on his own bunk on the opposite side of the tent and the

displeasure was obvious in his voice. He and Jerrel had enjoyed having the tent to themselves.

Their four tent mates had been killed or wounded in the battle. Now, it seemed, they had a new

man joining them.“Name’s Arratay,” the newcomer said. “I’ve been transferred from second

squad. Sergeant major said for me to bunk in here.”He was a short man, slightly built but with

powerful shoulders and a deep chest. His beard and hair were ragged and unkempt. He had a

grubby bandage wound around his head. Above it, the hair was black and the eyes were dark

and piercing. Like a bird of prey, Jerrel thought. Then he smirked at the idea. It was more likely

that the stranger would become prey for him and Kord—once he had a chance to finish

working on that pair of dice. Even so, he didn’t want the stranger in the tent with them.“Find

somewhere else to bunk,” Jerrel said shortly. “We’re full here.”“There’s only two of you,” Arratay

said reasonably, looking around the tent.“You heard him,” Kord said. “Now get out of

here.”Arratay shrugged. “If you say so . . .”“I do,” Kord said. “So get out.”Shrugging, the

newcomer picked up his kit and left the tent. Jerrel smiled at Kord. That had been easy, he

thought. Then his face darkened as he heard a loud voice outside the tent.“You there! A-ratty—

or whatever you call yourself! Where d’you think you’re going? I told you to bunk in tent forty-

three, didn’t I?”“The tent’s full, sergeant major,” Arratay replied.“The blazes it is!” Kord and

Jerrel exchanged exasperated glances as they heard heavy footsteps approaching. Then the

tent flap was thrown back and the bulky frame of Sergeant Major Griff filled the entrance.“My

aunty’s mustache it’s full! Get in here!” He glared at the two occupants. “You two make room!”

he bellowed.“Yes, sar’major,” Jerrel said sullenly. Kord managed a grunt in reply. As Arratay

reentered the tent, Griff stepped in front of him to bar his way, his hands on his hips in an

aggressive posture.“As for you, A-ratty, you can report to the cookhouse and scrub rubbish

bins and cook pots for the rest of the day. That might remind you next time to do as I tell

you!”“Yes, sar’major,” the small man said. His eyes were down, not meeting the temporary

commander’s. But as Griff stalked out of the room, Arratay made an insulting gesture toward



his back. Then he turned, shrugging, to Jerrel and Kord. “Sorry about that,” he said.They

exchanged a look, then Jerrel stood and took Arratay’s pack, placing it on an empty

bunk.“Can’t be helped. Griff can be a real pain. Better get along to the cookhouse or he’ll be at

you again.” He caught Kord’s eye. As soon as Arratay had gone, they’d go through his kit to see

if there was anything worth stealing. Kord nodded unobtrusively. The same thought was going

through his mind.Arratay sighed and turned to go. As he reached the entrance, Kord called

after him, “When you’ve finished your work detail, maybe you’d like a little game of

dice?”Arratay smiled at them. “That sounds like fun,” he said.Kord threw up his hands in mock

exasperation.“Another winning throw! Where does your luck come from, Arratay?”The small

trooper grinned happily as he raked in his earnings. He’d thrown three winning scores in a row

and now there was a respectable pile of coins on the low table where the three of them were

seated.“Just my lucky day, I suppose,” he said, pushing forward a new wager and shaking the

dice in their cup. The bone cubes rattled together, then he cast them onto the table.“Double six

again!” Jerrel said. “I don’t believe it!” He looked at Kord. “I think we’ve got a professional in the

tent.” Kord nodded gloomily, but Arratay merely laughed.“Not me, boys. It’s just clean living and

a clear conscience. Want to raise the stakes?” He said it casually, but he noticed the quick,

furtive look that passed between the two men.Kord agreed, after a brief show of reluctance.

“Well, I might be crazy, but why not? It’ll give us a chance to win some of our money back.”“Or

I’ll clean you out sooner.” Arratay smiled. He put another bet forward, waited till they matched it,

then rolled again. Eleven this time, but still an automatic winner.“Can’t you roll anything but

fives and sixes?” Jerrel said.“Not when I’m running hot.” Arratay smiled again, but his eyes

narrowed as this time, instead of letting him reclaim the dice, Kord picked them up and handed

them to him. He’s made the switch, Halt thought. He took the dice, placed them in the cup,

shook them and rolled.The other two gave an ironic cheer as the dice turned faceup to show a

two and a one.“Three!” said Jerrel. “And about time!”It was a simple game. Eleven and twelve

were automatic winners. Two and three were losers. Any other score didn’t count. The gambler

simply threw again until he won or lost. Halt grimaced as the others scooped in the money he’d

bet. The dice passed to Jerrel and he threw a six. Then a four, then a two. Halt won back a

small fraction of what he had lost on his last throw. Kord took the dice and fumbled as he

placed them in the cup.He’s switched them again, Halt thought. And sure enough, Kord threw

an eleven, then a twelve, winning two small hands, before switching the dice once more so that

he lost, then handing the dice on to Halt. In the process of handing them over, he switched

them again for the winning dice. The two cheats didn’t want Arratay, as they thought he was

called, losing enthusiasm too soon. The game went on, Halt winning some hands, losing

others, but generally staying just ahead of breaking even.The two cheats kept plying him with

wine, which he surreptitiously managed to empty into an old boot when they weren’t watching.

But he pretended to become more and more affected by the drink, slurring his words and

laughing foolishly when he won.“Big day tomorrow,” he said after they had been playing for

some time. “We’re moving out early and heading south.”His two companions reacted with

surprise at that.“South?” said Kord. “Why south? We’re supposed to head home and

disband.”Halt shook his head and peered at them owlishly. “Not anymore. Not anymore,” he

said, tapping the side of his nose with his forefinger. “The Wargals are putting up a stiffer

resistance than expected. Morgarath has them under firm control again and Duncan needs

extra men. We’re them,” he added after a pause.He could see that this news had the effect he’d

desired. Kord and Jerrel exchanged a glance. Then Jerrel questioned him further.“Where’d you

hear this?” he asked.Halt jerked a thumb over his shoulder in the general direction of the

administration section of the camp.“At the cookhouse,” he said. “The cooks had taken delivery



of extra rations to prepare for us.”Now the two cheats looked thoroughly concerned.

Cookhouse rumors were the source of much intelligence among the rank and file. And they

had a reputation for accuracy. Halt, of course, had heard no such rumors. But he hoped that

the thought of an imminent departure for the south might force Kord and Jerrel’s hand. If they

were planning to rob Daniel’s farm, this might precipitate things.He leaned forward, peering

with bleary eyes at the table.“Now where are those dice?” he asked. “It’s my throw again.”“Here

you are,” Kord said, passing him the dice and throwing cup. He had just lost the last throw and

it was Halt’s turn again. Halt was reasonably sure that he’d been handed the losing dice. His

suspicions were confirmed by Jerrel’s next words.“It’s getting late,” he said. “Let’s put it all on

one last big pot. What do you say?”Kord pretended to look doubtful. “It’s up to Arratay.”Halt

shrugged. “Why not?” he said. “I feel my luck’s coming back.”They all shoved their remaining

money into the center of the table. Halt reached for his tankard and took a deep swig—the

biggest he’d had all night. Then, as he clumsily set the tankard down, he spilled the remaining

wine on the table, flicking it toward Jerrel so that a red tide flowed across the rough wood and

into his lap. Jerrel sprang backward with a curse.“Look out!” he said.“Sorry. Sorry,” Halt replied

thickly. But in the confusion, he’d switched the losing dice for another pair that he’d had in his

jerkin pocket. He’d prepared them that afternoon while he was supposed to be at the

cookhouse, and they were shaved so that they would show a twelve at each throw.He shook

them, muttering to them as he did so, then spilled them out onto the table.“Bad lu—” began

Kord, already reaching for the money. Then he stopped as he saw two sixes gleaming up at

him, like two sets of teeth in two tiny skulls.“How did you . . . ?” Jerrel stopped as he realized

he’d give the game away if he went any further. Arratay might be drunk. But he wasn’t that

drunk.Halt grinned foolishly at the dice, and scooped them up. “Lucky dice!” he said. “I love

these dice!”He pretended to kiss them noisily, and switched them once more for the losing pair

he’d been handed originally. That done, he slipped his own dice into his pocket and dropped

the others back onto the table as he began to rake in his winnings.“No hard feelings, boys,” he

said. “I’ll give you a chance for revenge tomorrow.”“Yes. Of course. Tomorrow,” Kord said. But

his tone told Halt that there would be no game the next night. And there’d be no sign of Kord or

Jerrel, either.Half an hour later, Halt lay on his back, breathing heavily and noisily through his

mouth as he feigned sleep. His two tent mates were talking in lowered voices. They had waited

until they were sure Halt was fully asleep. Kord was testing the dice, rolling them over and over

again and constantly getting a losing score as a result.“I don’t understand,” he said quietly. “It’s

simply not possible for him to roll a twelve with these dice.”“Careful,” Jerrel told him, casting a

quick glance in Halt’s direction. But his companion waved his caution aside.“Aaah, he’s out like

a light,” he said. “Did you see how much he drank? He’s full as a boot.”Halt’s mouth twitched

slightly in amusement. There was definitely a full boot in the tent, he thought. His loud

breathing was making it difficult to hear what the others were saying, so he stirred, muttered

something and rolled onto his side, facing away from them. The snoring stopped as he was no

longer on his back, but he kept his breathing deep and even. Kord and Jerrel hesitated as he

stirred, but soon relaxed when it became obvious he hadn’t woken.Once again, Kord tested the

dice. Once again, they rolled a three.“Give it away,” Jerrel told him angrily. “It was an accident.

They must have hit a crack or a dent in the tabletop. Besides, we’ve got more important things

to think about.”Reluctantly, Kord stowed the dice away in his pocket. “You mean this rumor

about us heading south?”Jerrel nodded. “Last thing we want is to get tied up in another

campaign. It could go on for weeks, and we’ve got places to be. If we’re held up, there’s a

chance that family members will arrive to help the widows and we’ll miss our chance.”Turned

away from them as he was, Halt could allow himself a scowl of anger. It was true, he thought;



the two of them were planning to rob the families of men killed in the battle.“So what’s your

plan?” Kord asked.Jerrel paused, then came to a decision.“I say we pull out tonight. We’ll leave

an hour or two before dawn and get on the road north. We’ll hit the sergeant’s farm first. That’s

the closest.”“We’ll be flogged if they catch us deserting,” Kord said, but Jerrel dismissed the

protest.“They won’t catch us. With all the recent losses, odds are they won’t even be sure we’re

gone.”“Griff will know. I get a feeling he has his eye on us.”Kord snorted derisively. “Griff will be

too busy doing his job and the captain’s job to worry about us. He’ll probably think it’s good

riddance. Now let’s turn in. We’ll need to get started early.”“What about him?” Jerrel asked,

jerking a thumb toward Halt’s still figure. Kord hesitated.“I’d like to knock him on the head and

take our money back,” he said. “But if we kill him, Griff will have to take notice of the fact. He’d

be sure to send men after us. Best if we leave him.”6HALT HEARD THEM LEAVE JUST

BEFORE THREE IN THE MORNING. They were thieves and they were accustomed to moving

quietly. But the Ranger’s senses were finely tuned and he was a light sleeper. He listened to

their stealthy movements and quiet footsteps as they gathered their kits together and stole out

into the night. The moon had waxed and waned hours ago and there was a scattered cloud

cover riding on the wind, sending bands of shadows scudding across the silent camp.Kord and

Jerrel had no trouble eluding the sentries. The men on watch were tired and bored as they

neared the end of their three-hour shift. And besides, they were more inclined to look for

intruders from outside the camp than people leaving from inside. The rumor that the company

would be heading south and continuing the campaign was a false one Halt had concocted to

force the thieves’ hand, so with the company due to return home and disband in the near

future, there was little reason for men to desert.He waited fifteen minutes to give the two time

to clear the camp perimeter, then rolled out of his blankets and ghosted out of the tent after

them. He retrieved his own clothes from the company command tent. Griff was waiting for him,

a shaded lantern throwing a dim light over the interior.“They took the bait?” he asked.Halt

nodded. He changed clothes and placed the heavy purse containing his winnings on the

table.“You can put this into the company fund,” he said. He knew most companies contributed

to a fund that was used to help the families of those who lost their lives on campaign. Griff

nodded his thanks.“If you catch them, feel free to bring them back here,” he said.“I’d be quite

happy to see to their future discomfort.”“Oh, I’ll catch them, all right,” Halt told him. “And when I

do, it’ll be up to them how I deal with them.”He shook hands with the sergeant major and went

to the rear of the tent, where Abelard was waiting. He swung up into the saddle and trotted out

of the camp. He made no attempt at concealment, identifying himself to the sentries as he

went.He found the north road and held Abelard down to a walk. He didn’t want to catch up to

the two men too quickly. Concealed in his Ranger cloak, they might not recognize him as their

erstwhile tent mate, but the sight of a Ranger traveling the same road might panic them into

abandoning their plans for the time being.As dawn came and the first gray light stole over the

countryside, he increased his pace. Before long, he rounded a bend and caught sight of two

figures trudging along the high road, several hundred meters in front of him. Thankfully, the

headache and blurred vision that had plagued him were gone and he had no trouble

recognizing the two men—Kord tall and wiry, Jerrel more compact and solidly built. He checked

Abelard and moved off the road, where the dark green of the trees would conceal them from

view.When Kord and Jerrel rounded another bend and disappeared from sight, he cantered

slowly after them.He proceeded in that fashion for the rest of the day. As the light improved, he

was able to make out their tracks on the dusty road—their hobnailed army sandals left an

easily followed trail. He fell farther back, only closing up again when the light began to fail in the

late afternoon. As dusk was falling, the two men moved off the highway and made camp.He



spent the night wrapped in his cloak, leaning against a tree and watching the light of their fire.

He dozed in brief snatches, confident that Abelard would wake him if there were any

movement from the distant camp. He woke cold and cramped in the early-morning light. The

fire had died before dawn and there was a thin spiral of smoke rising from it. After half an hour,

he saw the two men rising and moving around their campsite. Abelard was back in the trees

and there was no need for Halt to seek concealment. Wrapped in his cloak, he would be

invisible, even if they looked directly at him. His stomach grumbled as they relit their fire and he

smelled bacon frying. After that, the smell of coffee brewing made his mouth water. He

contented himself with a discreet mouthful of cold water from his canteen. It was a poor

substitute.The pair was slow in getting moving. Halt shifted uncomfortably a few times, waiting

for them to get on the road. Finally, they rolled their packs and struck camp, heading north

once more. He waited until they had rounded the next bend in the road, then moved to where

Abelard waited inside the trees. He tightened the girth straps—he had left the horse saddled

through the night in case of an emergency—mounted and rode slowly after them.When he

reached the bend, he dismounted and went ahead to peer around, down the next stretch of

road.There was no sign of them.For a moment, his heart raced with panic. This stretch of road

was at least three hundred meters long—and there was no way they could have reached the

far end before he rounded the bend. Where had they gone? Had they become aware that they

were being followed? Perhaps they’d gone to ground somewhere along the road and were now

waiting in ambush for whoever was behind them. Or had they moved more quickly than he had

judged, and were now beyond the far bend?He forced himself to calm down. Both those

theories were possibilities, he admitted. But it was more likely that they had moved off the high

road onto a side track somewhere along the way. They were inside Aspienne Fief now and they

could be close to Daniel’s farm. He remounted Abelard and tapped his heels into the horse’s

side.The temptation was to gallop full out to see if there was, in fact, a turnoff. But doing so

would cause noise and would risk drawing their attention. He trotted the little horse gently

along the hard surface of the high road.Forty meters along, he found what he was looking for. A

narrow side trail led off from the main road. It was well traveled and seemed to have been

established for some time. He glanced along it, but it wound and twisted through the trees and

there was no sign of Kord and Jerrel. But as he studied the ground, he saw a familiar footprint.

Kord’s right boot was worn down on the inside—the result of an uneven stance. There in the

sand that formed the path’s surface, Halt could see the distinctive track. He swung down from

the saddle and led Abelard along the track. It wouldn’t do to come upon them

unexpectedly.Presently, he began to smell wood smoke, then the rich and distinctive odor of a

farmyard. It was a mixture of manure, fresh-cut hay and large animals that told him he was

nearing Daniel’s farm. Then he heard a sound that confirmed the fact.Somewhere close to

hand, a woman screamed.
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Brittany QB, “Fun book of short stories!. I honestly love this world and these characters so

much, so a book of short stories was a great "end" in my eyes. I loved seeing all of the

characters, even characters like Gilan and Jenny, carrying on their adventures was super fun.

And of course, we get to see some last snippets of Halt being Halt--always getting in the last

word, might I add, and I love him for it. I know Royal Ranger is out there, but I feel like this story

is the end of THESE characters. And it was a bittersweet, albeit awesome, read.”

VeryBigNobody, “This Explains EVERYTHING!. There were a lot of questions and mysteries

and holes in the Ranger's Apprentice story. There was the tantalizing affair of Cassandra and

Horace's wedding. The story of Halt's role at Hackam Heath. And, of course, the biggest

question, the unsolvable issue of Will's father and mother, his arrival at Castle Redmont's

doorstep, and Halt's involvement in it all.The Lost Stories explain all of that, and then some.

Flanagan answered the riddle of Halt's recruitment by the Ranger's Corps in 'The Hibernian',

which was five chapters that I would've happily paid ten times the book's price for (but the set

price is just dandy). He included two of Gilan's adventures, or rather one of Gilan's and one of

Jenny's. The short story 'Dinner for Five' explains how Jenny develops feelings for the Ranger.

'The Inkwell and the Dagger' describes how Gilan took care of Foldar, a previous follower of

the vanquished lord Morgorath who was terrorizing the countryside. Of course, there was an

entertaining little scuffle, courtesy of Will and his mentor, as they were trying to arrest some

moondarkers (thieves that trick ships into sailing head-on to rocks), an excursion to search for

a stolen pet, and a nasty occurrence that involves a three-legged wolf.I thought that Will's

understanding of Tug's words was a little absurd in the last story, but that's my only criticism.I

loved the way Flanagan integrated an impromptu ad for his new series at the end. I'm sure I'll

check that out later.VBG”

T. Grossi, “lost stories, the adventure fills in the blanks.. Recommend this series and this book

for those who like action and adventure and humor. Also recommend for the reluctant reader.

These hard to put down books have been read by all 3 of my boys and myself. The author uses

this book to explore some of the stories touched upon in previous books, but not detailed. The

stories that reveal the characters' pasts and their smaller adventures. The premise behind the



stories is of a present day archaeologist and his assistants are excavating the remains of a

castle, when one of them finds the ruins of a Ranger's cabin and a manuscript filled with long-

lost tales.My boys were between 10 and 12 when they started reading this series. My now 13

year old is enjoying these added adventures and I have a feeling when my other 2 come home

from college, they will read this as well.”

Widget, “Great to have when you are wanting more. I did not get The Lost Stories at first

becase I thought that he was just making a series last longer and didn't sound like it would ad

that much. However, my 10 year old grandson is now on volume 9 and is loving the series. His

8 year old brother wants to read it since he likes it so much. Don't know if he has the patients

though for a more realistic fantasy story. He has also gotten grandpa interested who is finding it

lots of fun and on book 9. When Collin asked about the 11th volume I expained to him my

reasons for not getting it and suggested that his dad get it when he has finished the series. A

volume or 2 later I found that he is liking the books more and more so I decided to give in and

give it a chance. Is it like the other books? No, but they are stories to fill in the areas you may

have wondered about while reading the series. They are interesting and are sort of like finding

out more about your friends. It was sort of sad when the series ended. I'm glad it did though

because I have found a number of series lately that I did not like the last book written and even

wished I had not purchased them. So the stories really are a nice closing and I am sure both

grandsons and grandfather will enjoy them. I've gone on to the Brother Band chroicles and find

them quite enjoyable too.”

coolgman, “This is what I call saving the best for last.. Using that profound skill solely

associated with Flanagan, another masterpiece is created. Of all books I've read, so far the top

have been Speaker for the dead, by Orson Scott Card, City of Fallen Angels by Cassandra

Clare and one or two others. I think this masterly crafted combinations of intriguing stories has

easily found its way onto that list. Anyone who desires a good experience should read this

book.The goodThere are countless things to be prized in this final addition to the Rangers

Apprentice sequence. I think one of the top things is the expert use of vocabulary. It is so that

it immediately draws you in without being confusing.The plots of the book itself is captivating.

You always want to see what will happen next. You're always sitting om edge as you read, and

when you are pulled away from your book, you desire nothing more than to find this book in

your hands once again.And than we come back to our characters. You always love these

characters. They're so likeable, even the horses. Each character is artfully crafted, with lovable

traits. I think its the greatness of the characters that makes you admire this book so.The BadI

can only find one actually bad thing. And that's the situations. They seem to easy to get out of.

Halts peril is the only one with a great signifigance of danger.”

Steven M. Brown, “A truly great collection and a true end of the series... book 12 while well

written and an end is a kick in the gut. It was an interesting direction the author decided to take

with these short stories that some up the time, about five years or so after the events of book

10. The short stories are presented as a stories found by archaeologist centuries after the

event. There is great balance with in the stories themselves each entertaining and enthralling

in their own ways. While it is easy to guess as to what some of the stories might contain they

were a few surprises. Overall it was an enjoyable read, with just enough bittersweetness to

some of the stories and laughter in others to make it memorable.”

Marianne Knuth, “I love these books. I loved following Will and his adventures so much !!!! I



would stay up and read . However I would have love to have more female charities . And some

in the ranger corps that would have made my day but anther then that I loved reading it so so

muchIf you are looking for a interesting exiting series of books this is one of them !!!!!!”

K, “A must have for a fan. The Rangers series is a great collection of books. Aimed for the YA

section, I am a thirty year old who has really enjoyed this fantasy series when I am wanting a

break from all the violence and sex from the authors of adult series in this genre. The

characters are defined and explored and grow throughout the ten novels. Book 11: the lost

stories, is a collection of smaller stories that didn't have enough potential to make it as a stand-

alone book. Some of the stories go back to previous books to explore a character's sub plot

when the main story focus was on other characters. As a whole, this book is good. Not as

good as a stand-alone novel of this series, but it does fill in some blanks and any fan of this

series should get it. For those of you who are not fans, you will not miss anything by not

reading this book.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Lots of fill in's. I've read all books from the "Ranger Apprentice" series

and I've always love them. This book is great in terms of fill in's for several characters. Despite

being rated and as juvenile book, as an adult, I really enjoy both the stories and the writing

style.If you like this series, than this is a must have, if you never read it, start from the

beginning, if you don't like... well, it's impossible to be liked by everyone.”

J. Pelle, “A brilliant series.. A brilliant series... so looking forward to the next chapter!! No

wonder you were also translated into Dutch, which is rare indeed!!”

gareth.drake, “Five Stars. absolutely brilliant part of the series”
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